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I. INTRODUCTION
Intrusion means most set of actions that compromise the integrity, confidentiality or availability of a resource.
An IDS is set of components and its associated function to monitor network function and host activity to detect and react attack intrusion. Based on detection technique, IDS classified into two techniques i) Anomaly detection and ii) Misuse detection. Misuse behavior means list of signature of known attack. If any attack is match with preexisting signature, attack states in the network. Anomaly detection means that behavior pattern deviates from the normal behavior. If the deviation between observation and normal behavior is exceed the predefined threshold value, and then alarm will be raised. Signature based IDS provide good detection rate from predefined database signature. Its main disadvantage is cannot able to find unknown pattern. But anomaly detection can easily find out unknown attack and increase false positive rate.
II. CLUSTER ANALYSIS
Cluster analysis find out the groups in the data. The main three partition method is used in anomaly based IDS:
hierarchical approach, non-hierarchical approach and biomimetic approach. Hierarchical approach builds hierarchy of cluster using the bottomup method and every observation starts with its own cluster. Each node merged with upper node in hierarchy order. In non-hierarchy approach, set the random initialization and termination condition. Biomimetic approach works based on the human biology. 
A. Genetic algorithm
A genetic algorithm is an robust search algorithm that starts by initializing solutions encoded into string chromosome. The format of the string may be string, number or bits based on its attributes. Each and every chromosome has a threshold value to measure its goodness. Each and every sample will be evaluated and assigning the fitness value, apply the genetic operator selection, crossover and mutation. This action will be continuing until it met the termination condition.
B. Clustering And Genetic Steps
Genetic population closely related to solve the problem and it is a key element to the genetic processes. It follows four steps to proceed.
i) String codification:
String codification represents types of data to be stored into the string. It may be binary string, floating point, character string or other types of data structure.
ii) Initial clustering:
Each chromosome can be represented in discriminate distance. To verify the proposed method, calculated Euclidean distance. Each chromosome assign a thread and calculate the fitness function.
iii) fitness function:
The fitness function means calculate the goodness of each chromosome. Closest ISSN: 2348 -8387 www.internationaljournalssrg.org Page 15 chromosome for the optimal solution finds out the highest fitness value. It will ensure the good individual will retain for the next generations. If less suited one will be discarded.
Fitness function will be evaluates in two levels:  intrinsic and  Extrinsic. a) Intrinsic level:
Filtering the cluster represents in confidential interval and it can be reallocated to clusters represents the center by the chromosome. Through this requirement, rejection cluster will be created. The size of dataset will be depend on its selected attributes, normal instance frequency and anomaly instance.
b) Extrinsic level:
Chromosomes quality will be assessed by better quality of its clusters.
IV. GENETIC OPERATOR

A. Selection:
Selection process randomly picks two pair of chromosome based on the higher fitness function.
It is systematically taking best chromosomes with better fitness value. It promotes the best chromosome to be selected and give less chance of individuals to be selected. It will use three types of selection method: A) Roulette wheel selection B) Rank selection C) Tournament selection. Tournament selection means randomly select a number from the cluster and iterate to the next generation. It is very efficient that leads to an optimal solution.
B. Crossover
Crossover is a parent solution and derived a child from cluster. Genetic algorithm uses a crossover operator to achieve a large jump. Parents should be swapped to form a new cluster. 
C) Mutation:
Crossover operation will be less efficient over individual time. Mutation will become more important. It will create a better solution to the problem, it will make a small jump to avoid uniform population.
Simulated attack represents through four categories:
 DOS(Denial Of Service) attack aim to make a resource unavailable.  U2R (User to Root) attack tries to obtain administrator privileges.  R2L (Remote to Local) attack attempt to access the remote machine access through network.  PROBE represents collect information from user or security policy.
V. CONCLUSION
Anomaly based detection scheme used unsupervised mode using genetic process. Clustering genetic anomaly based IDS obtain normal and anomaly homogenous partitioning. Cluster instance will be rejected due to calculating confidence interval in the fitness function. If the number of rejected instance increases, the size of the data will be increases. Analyzing and reducing rejected instances reaches acceptable level, then the online tests will be performed.
